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Press
Regensburg/ Penang, September 2, 2020

Osram protects its know how and concludes settlement with
Taiwanese contract manufacturer Lextar Electronics
Osram protects its know how and concludes a settlement with Lextar Electronics
in case of significant irregularities in a LED contract manufacturing. Since 2011
Lextar Electronics has been manufacturing for and supplying to Osram LED
products which are based on Osram technology. The products concerned are
mainly LEDs for general lighting, which are used in LED tubes for office lighting,
and backlighting.
Osram discovered that LEDs sold by Lextar in the market appear to be identical to the
products Lextar was exclusively manufacturing for and supplying to Osram. The high-tech
company took the necessary steps to protect its know how and among other measures
concludes a settlement with it’s Taiwanese contract manufacturer on past irregularities.
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ABOUT OSRAM
OSRAM, headquartered in Munich, is a leading global high-tech company with a history of over
110 years. The predominantly semiconductor-based products enable a wide range of
applications from virtual reality to autonomous driving and from smartphones to ne tworked
intelligent lighting solutions in buildings and cities. OSRAM uses the infinite possibilities of light
to improve the lives of people and societies. With innovations from OSRAM we will not only see
better in the future, but also communicate better, as well as move around, work and live better.
At the end of the 2019 fiscal year (to September 30) OSRAM employed around 23,500 people
worldwide and in this fiscal year achieved sales of around 3.5 billion euros from continuing
operations. The company is listed on the stock exchanges in Frankfurt am Main and Munich
under WKN: LED 400 (stock exchange code: OSR). Further information can be found on the
Internet at www.osram.de.
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Disclaimer
This document contains forward-looking statements and information - that is, statements about
future, not past, events. These forward-looking statements can be identified by formulations such as
"expect", "want", "anticipate", "intend", "plan", "believe", "aim", "estimate", "will", "predict" or similar
terms. Such statements are based on current expectations and certain assumptions of OSRAM
management. They are therefore subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. A variety of factors,
many of which are beyond OSRAM's control, affect OSRAM's business activities, success, business
strategy and results. These factors can cause the actual results, successes and performance of
OSRAM to be materially different from any future results, successes or performance expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements or from those anticipated as a result of past trends.
These factors include, but are not limited to, matters discussed in the Risk and Opportunity Report
of the Annual Report of the OSRAM Lighting Group. Should one or more of these risks or
uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results,
performance or achievements of OSRAM may vary materially from those described in the forwardlooking statement as expected, anticipated, intended, planned, believed, sought, estimated or
projected. OSRAM does not assume any obligation and does not intend to update these forwardlooking statements beyond legal requirements or to correct them in the event of developments other
than those expected. Due to rounding, individual figures in this and other reports may not add up
precisely to the totals provided and percentages presented may not precisely reflect the absolute
figures to which they relate.
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